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Your direct contact for all things volunteers, including training and
scheduling, is our Volunteer & Outreach Manager Lauren Hince,
lhince@chicagodebates.org. 

For the 2022-23 school year, tournaments will be hosted both in-person
and virtually. If a tournament is in-person, there will still be virtual judging
opportunities available. We appreciate the level of support we've received
across the country and hope you continue to stay engaged with Chicago
Debates.

For more details, visit our Volunteer Page. Ready to start volunteering?
Complete our volunteer application and review our upcoming  tournament
season.

Contact Our Volunteer & Outreach Manager

"As a former Minnesota debater, I
understand firsthand how

impactful a debate education can
be. I also understand that debate

cannot exist without volunteers, so
thank you!"

mailto:lhince@chicagodebates.org
http://www.chicagodebates.org/volunteer/
https://chicago-debates.volunteerlocal.com/volunteer/?id=57168
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tyNwDp5FWNOehZ0shPwbS1be8T9qvx-y6LqoIo4u5z4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tyNwDp5FWNOehZ0shPwbS1be8T9qvx-y6LqoIo4u5z4/edit


Chicago Debates 2022-2023 Tournament Calendar

Policy Season Schedule

OctoberOctober
8th: Red/Maroon 

14th-15th: Blue/Silver 

22nd: Middle School 

NovemberNovember
5th: Red/Maroon 

11th-12th: Blue/Silver 

DecemberDecember
2nd-3rd: All Conference League-Wide (Virtual)

10th: Middle School (Virtual)

JanuaryJanuary
14th: Middle School (Virtual) 

20th-21st: Blue/Silver (In-Person/Virtual)

28th: Red/Maroon (Virtual)

*All tournament dates are subject to change. 

Visit chicagodebates.org for the most updated information. 



Chicago Debates 2022-2023 Tournament Calendar (cont.)

Policy Season Schedule

FebruaryFebruary17th-18th: Blue/Silver

Conference Championship

25th: Red/Maroon

Conference Championship

MarchMarch
4th: Middle School City

Championship

11th: Mayer Brown Urban

Debate National Qualifier

AprilApril

31st-2nd: Urban Debate

National Championships

15th: High School City

Championships

4th: Middle School

Conference Championship

*All tournament dates are subject to change. 

Visit chicagodebates.org for the most updated information. 



High School Tournaments 

 
Associate Manager for 

High School Operations 

Lucia Hernandez

shernandez@chicagodebates.org

 

Blue Conference 

Chris Gentry

cgentry@chicagodebates.org

 

Silver Conference 

Chris  Gentry

cgentry@chicagodebates.org 

 

Maroon Conference 

Derrick Braswell

dbraswell@chicagodebates.org

 

Red Conference 

Devin Irish

dirish@chicagodebates.org 

 

Contact Our Tournament Directors

Middle School Tournaments 
 

Associate Manager for 

Middle School Operations 

Flynn Makuch

fmakuch@chicagodebates.org

 

Grant Park Conference 

Devin Irish

dirish@chicagodebates.org 

 

Chicago River Conference 

Derrick Braswell

dbraswell@chicagodebates.org 

 

Lake Michigan Conference 

Chris Gentry

cgentry@chicagodebates.org

 

Navy Pier (PF) Conference 

School specific contact 
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2022-23 Policy Debate Topic
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High School  
Resolved: The United States federal government should

substantially increase its security cooperation with the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization in one or more of the following

areas: artificial intelligence, biotechnology, or cybersecurity.

Middle School - 
Resolved: The United States federal government should
substantially increase its security cooperation with the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 



2022-23 Public Forum Debate Topic
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Resolved: The United States Federal

Government should lower the voting 
age to 16.

 
Public Forum Tournaments: 

October 22
December 10 

January 14
 

 



NATO: A security alliance of 30 member states
who promise to defend each other in case of an
attack

Article 5: The article of NATO that says that if a
NATO ally is the victim of an armed attack every
other country will come to its defense

MAD: Mutually Assured Destruction is the
theory that if one country attacks another with
nuclear weapons, the other will retaliate leading
to the destruction of both nations

Proliferation: The spread of weapons, usually 
either nuclear or drones, which will lead to 
further escalation

 

Topic Resources
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Definitions

 

Germline Genome Editing: Altering the DNA of
humans in such a way that alterations continue
through descendants 

Realism: A way to view the world that says that
there is a finite amount of power and that
nations default to conflict and competition

LAW: Lethal Autonomous Weapons which are
drones that are authorized to kill without
human intervention

5G: The latest global wireless standard for
digital networks that uses more frequency
bands to expand signal speed and reliability

 



 

 

Disinformation: This argument claims that poor cybersecurity within NATO leads to problems
where Russian disinformation campaigns are more successful which leads to real harms and
violence. The negative claims that increasing cooperation in cybersecurity will not protect
from disinformation, and that doing so will hurt free speech.

Space: This argument claims that if the Chinese attain dominance in space they will be able to
destroy 5G satellites and GPS which would hurt US military capabilities and the economy. The
US must work with NATO to prevent this. The negative claims are that China is cooperative in
Space, and that 5G and GPS are less important then the affirmative claims. 

LAW: This argument claims that Lethal Autonomous Weapons will escalate wars, and makes
global politics more unstable, and that NATO through its world leadership can lead to global
restrictions on development. The negative claims are that the current status quo is preventing
any disasters and that any restrictions would not be followed by China/Russia. 

Biotechnology: This argument claims that germline editing would lead to an increase in
systematized ableism and that NATO using its world status could lead to global restrictions.
The negative claims that human gene editing is key to solving various diseases and that
individual autonomy should be prioritized for those who want their genes edited

Russia Aggression: This argument claims that currently, the situation with Russia is tense and
that further US cooperation with NATO could inflame a situation into full scale war, which has
nuclear possibilities. 

China Focus: This argument says that the US priority needs to be preventing China from
attaining global dominance and that it is only able to do that by focusing on its historical
priority as a military alliance. When the US expands its focus to cybersecurity or A.I. it diverts
its military attention and that China will use that to to achieve dominance

Securitization: This argument claims that NATO after the Cold War needed to justify its
existence and to do so it generates threats by making China/Russia seem to be hostile actors.
By treating them as hostile actors, it forces China/Russia to respond defensively, thus creating
a self fulfilling property. 

Key Arguments
Topic Resources
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 Speak to students with respect at all
times. 
 Remain undistracted and attentive
during rounds.
 Be mindful of the tournament schedule
by diligently showing up to rounds on
time, or communicating promptly if you
cannot do so (see the attendance section
for further details). 
 Complete ballots and feedback in a
timely manner so as to not delay the
tournament. 
 Dress appropriately. Do not wear
anything the students themselves would
not be allowed to wear to school. This
includes articles of clothing with
offensive language, images, and/or adult
content. Business casual attire is strongly
suggested.
 Respond in a timely manner to Chicago
Debate staff if there are any tournament-
related issues including but not limited
to: argument violation, ballot concerns,
tournament policy execution, etc. 
 Treat all members of the Chicago Debates
community, including its staff, coaches,
students, and fellow volunteers, with
respect and integrity. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Volunteers Should...

 Be under the influence of illegal
substances or be impaired due to
consumption of legal substances,
including marijuana and alcohol,
during a volunteer shift.
 Harassment or discrimination of any
kind to any person. 
 Verbally abuse or attack any
tournament attendee including
students, staff, coaches, and/or
volunteers.
 Destroy or steal the public property
while attending a Chicago Debates
tournament.
 Allow personal opinions or bias on
the topic influence their decision. 
 Comment on student's
pronunciation, accent, decorum, or
reading fluencies. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Volunteers Should Not...
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Volunteer Code of Conduct 

To volunteer with Chicago Debates you agree to uphold our mission and values
while working in any capacity with the organization. This includes but is not
limited to participation at tournaments, practices, and/or special events.
For more information view our full code of conduct.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pL4RVVGRVMNUb7BTScc-_QIq9mS1LeTok9dHV7Mz2fU/edit?usp=sharing


A volunteer cancels a shift less than 24-hours prior to the start of the tournament
A volunteer does not check in for their scheduled shift and does not provide notice
A volunteer leaves early from their scheduled shift without prior approval 

Tournaments are a delicate balance. Punctual and reliable volunteers are integral in
ensuring we can execute a tournament and provide debate to as many students as
possible. We understand that things come up, but last minute cancellations or now
shows can significantly impact our tournament execution and the student
experience. If you need to cancel your volunteer shift you will need to remove
yourself from the tournament in the VolunteerLocal sign-up platform. An absence
will be considered unexcused if one or more of the following are met: 

Two or more unexcused absences per month will require a check-in with the
Volunteer Manager to discuss future scheduling and will result in being removed
from the schedule until such a meeting can take place. Exceptions for unexcused
absences can be made for extenuating circumstances including illness, inclement
weather, or family emergencies. Notify the Volunteer Manager if one of these
instances occurs. This exception should not be abused. 
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Volunteer Attendance Policy

https://chicago-debates.volunteerlocal.com/


Before
the tournament 

After
the tournament 

Volunteer Expectations
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During
the tournament

Submit Volunteer
Application.

Complete a
background check
with Sterling
Volunteers.

Submit W9 and
Direct Deposit info
if interested in
collecting judging
stipend.

Complete New
Volunteer Training
on Google
Classroom.

Register an
account on
Tabroom.

Regardless of in-
person or virtual
setting, all volunteers
must check into the
Judges Lounge by the
communicated report
time. If you are late to
check in, we can not
guarantee you a round
to judge.

Show up to your
assigned debate room
5 minutes early. If a
round is missing
debaters the judge
should communicate
that back to
tournament staff and
they will inform
coaches. See page 18 for
policy on forfeits.

Check with
tournament
staff to make
sure all forms
have been
completed. 

Complete post
tournament
survey. 

If collecting the
judging stipend,
submit your
payment forms
no later than the
Tuesday
following the
tournament
weekend.

https://chicago-debates.volunteerlocal.com/
https://app.sterlingvolunteers.com/promoorder/fbda165a-f156-4421-a327-c841ab58fe17
https://classroom.google.com/c/NDk3ODIzNzQzNTEz?cjc=ebpvijk
https://www.tabroom.com/


Judge Responsibilities
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Judges are responsible for several important tasks before, during, and after the round.

Make sure you are completing all of these during your rounds.

 Confirm all correct debaters are present. If you

are still missing debaters after the 15 minute

forfeit time, contact tournament staff. 

 Introduce yourself and background. Explain to

the debaters what you need to see happen to

fairly evaluate the round. 

 Press “start round” on Tabroom to open your

online ballot.

1.

2.

3.

 Keep track of speech and prep time. 

 Listen and take notes.

Support the students. 

1.

2.

3.

 Review your notes and ask for any evidence

that may sway your decision. 

 Decide on a winner. 

 Enter speaker points. 

 Write reason for decision and submit your

ballot. 

 Provide constructive feedback to the students.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



A policy debate round will always include the following: a judge, an affirmative team,
and a negative team. Each side should have two debaters known as the first and second
speaker. In some cases you may end up with a, "maverick" or solo debater. When this
happens the maverick will handle all speeches for their side. No changes need to be
made to the structure or time of the round. 

A policy debate round has two types of speeches: constructive and rebuttals. Each side
gives two constructive and two rebuttal speeches. The constructive speeches introduce
the arguments and evidence at the beginning of the debate. These speeches are often
prepared in advance and include a questioning period between each speech known as
cross-X. The rebuttal speeches occur in the second half of the round. The goal of the
rebuttal speech is to answer your opponent's arguments and defend your own. 

 

Policy Debate 101

15

Round Breakdown

 

 



High School Speech Times & Order

16



Middle School Speech Times & Order

17



Tag Team CrossX

Tournament Policies
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Tech Time 

Disclosure 

Forfeit Time 
Each debate team will have ten extra minutes
outside of their normal prep time to use in case
there is a technical issue. This bank of time is
shared with their partner. If they cannot solve their
issue within this time they have three options:

 1. Call into the Zoom. The phone number they call
in with can be assigned to their breakout room by
tournament staff. 
2. Have their partner go maverick (solo). In this
case, complete the ballot like normal but loop in
tournament staff about who was missing/dropped
from the round. 
3. Forfeit the round. In this case, do not complete
your ballot. Loop in the tournament staff and they
will take care of the rest. 

In some instances debaters may be running
late or having trouble finding their round.
In this case the following policy is in place
regarding late debaters. 

Late debaters have until 15 minutes after
round start time to make it to their room.
After 15 minutes, this team is considered
dropped and a forfeit will be awarded to the
present team. In this instance make sure to
loop in the tournament staff.

Although we understand the merits and
value of disclosing your decision to the
debaters after the round, Chicago Debates
has a no disclosure policy. You are welcome
to provide feedback once your ballot has
been submitted, but we kindly ask that you
do not disclose. 

Tag Team Cross X is when a partner helps to
answer or ask questions during cross-
examination. There are no league rulings on
whether tag team cross-x is allowed, but the
general recommendation is that the debaters
ask the judge at the beginning of the round if
they are comfortable and okay with tag team
cross-x. If the judge says no, the round should
move forward and each debater should be
responsible for their own cross-x. If the judge
says yes, debaters can help their partner out in
cross-x. Tag team cross-x can negatively affect
speaker points.

*Only applicable at virtual tournaments



An urgent, significant problem exists in

the world today

The plan presented by the Affirmative can

solve the problem, and

Fixing the problem will make the world a

better place

The problem identified by the Affirmative

isn’t urgent or significant

The proposed plan won’t work as

intended, or

The harmful costs of implementing the

affirmative plan are more significant than

any benefits

You should vote for the Affirmative if they

have convinced you that:

You should vote for the Negative if they have

convinced you that:

If you’re having a hard time deciding, look

for the Judge Captain or other judges in the

Judges Lounge. They can help talk through

your decision but cannot tell you how to vote.

Remember, do not disclose who won the

round to the students.

In policy debate, the burden of proof lies with the Affirmative. The Affirmative must  prove to you

that there is a problem in society that needs to be solved. They also must show that enacting their

plan is better than taking no action. The Negative must prove that the harm the Affirmative discusses

doesn’t exist or the Affirmative plan will make matters worse.

19

Deciding the Ballot

Reasons for Decisions (RFDs) are an important

tool for both debaters and coaches. RFDs explain

why you voted the way you did. A successful RFD

will provide details that debaters can change or

improve at their next tournament, and help them

understand what strategies or analysis they may

need to work on. An unsuccessful RFD will provide

little details and focus on superficial elements

such as delivery or appearance. 

Example of a strong RFD: The affirmative did a

good job proving there are inherent harms in the

cash bail system. The affirmative laid out a clear

plan that the negative team did not properly

answer. The negative team did a great job

providing strong economic arguments for the

cash bail system, but the affirmative was able to

outweigh these impacts. The affirmative proved

switching systems would create more benefits

than potential harm. 

Example of a weak RFD: I voted for the negative

team because they were the clearest speakers.

They were the only team with their camera on and

had good eye contact during their speeches.



   Speaker Points Rubric: 

Judges give each debater in a round individual “speaker points.” Speaker points are given on the basis of

style, form, presentation, and persuasiveness. A debater may lose the round and still receive high speaker

points. Potential criteria to award points: clarity/enunciation, dynamic tone, concision,

organization/structure, explanation of evidence, responsiveness, comparative weighing of issues, poise,

strong argumentation, and respect/courtesy. Typically the winning team will have higher speaker points.

You would award the losing team higher points a.k.a., "low point win" if the evidence trumped persuasion. 

Speaker Points
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30 Points: Absolutely brilliant! An outstanding

speaker. Flawless performance given the

constraints of the round.

29.5 Points: An excellent speaker,

exceptionally persuasive. All arguments have

sound reasoning. Very well organized.

Eloquent summary of all arguments. Very little

to be improved.

29 Points: Very good speaker. Unusually

effective rhetoric; highly persuasive. No

dropped arguments except for thoughtful or

intentional concessions. Very organized. Most

arguments are well reasoned.

28.5 Points: A good speaker. The reasoning for

arguments is sound and persuasive. Well

organized speech. Few poor argument choices.

28 Points: An effective speaker. No major

dropped arguments, but argument choice

could be improved. Thoughtful organization,

but execution is slightly flawed.

27.5 Points: Strengths and weaknesses are

nearly balanced; dropping some key

arguments but answering other well,

somewhat disorganized, some arguments are

properly explained while others are not.

27 Points: A speaker with strengths, but also

with unmistakable flaws (dropping key

arguments and poor reasoning for

arguments).

26 Points: An ineffective and flawed speaker,

overall, though with some glimmers of skill.

Highly disorganized. Poor Argumentation.

25 Points: Punitive for poor conduct such as

regular use of profane language or abusive

tactics against an opponent.

Rubric-you can award tenths of a point



Good Feedback Examples Bad Feedback Examples 

 After you have made your decision and submitted your ballot on Tabroom you should provide

constructive feedback to the students. The purpose of feedback is so students can immediately

apply and practice any improvements you recommended. Focus your feedback on items that

debaters can directly control and make your comments specific. You don't need a debate

background to give meaningful feedback. When giving feedback, always remember the compliment

sandwich - start positive, give a constructive comment, and end with a positive. 

Giving Feedback 
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 I found this argument persuasive because … 

 You worked well with your partner on …

 Your questions during cross-x helped further

your argument and strategy because...

 I had trouble following this argument and

suggest you think about …

 I got a bit lost in my notes, make sure you're

keeping your augments organized by....

 I liked how you answered this argument

because...

 I wasn't sure what items you wanted me to

vote for. To make my decision easy, make

sure you're focusing the debate down to a few

key issues at the end like ...

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

 It was hard to understand you because of

your accent or pronunciation. Make sure you

speak better. 

 Good eye contact.

 Great speech.

 Work on your nerves.

 I personally don't like the source you used for

this argument.

 I didn't like this argument. 

 Here is who I voted for... (remember we don't

disclose the winner)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



FAQs
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For New Volunteers
How do I register for a

tournament?

 

For the ‘22-'23 season all volunteers will need to complete a volunteer application before they can register
for a tournament. After completing the application, new volunteers will need to also complete a background
check with Sterling Volunteers. Chicago Debates will cover the cost. New volunteers without previous debate
experience are also encouraged to attend volunteer training. The self-paced training can be found on our
Google Classroom page. 

What platform do you use
and do I need an account?

We will be running our virtual tournament on Zoom. You will need some type of Zoom account to access our
tournaments. We will also run the tournament on tabroom.com. This allows us to send virtual ballots. You will
need to create a Tabroom account prior to the tournament. For help creating your account please review our
setup guide. A Tabroom account is needed for in-person and virtual tournaments. 

Is there a dress code?

There is no formal dress code but you should be dressed for public view. Our students also do not have a dress
code and comments should not be made on their appearance. 

Will I be judging alone? 

Typically volunteers will be the sole judge in a room. When it is an elimination round (i.e. finals) we will  panel
rounds which means three volunteers would be judging. If you are placed on a panel, you cannot confer with your
fellow volunteers and must make your decision independently. If you are nervous about judging alone for your
first time, talk to the Volunteer and Outreach Manager about shadowing another volunteer’s round. 

How do I know if I've been
assigned a debate round? 

 

You receive an email from Tabroom.
 You see the assignment on your personal Tabroom homepage. To access your personal
homepage, click on your email in the top right corner. 
 If you’ve opted into text messaging on your Tabroom account, you’ll also receive a text. 
You can check the parings sheet for your name. This will be provided on tournament day by the
tournament staff. 

There are multiple ways you will be notified that you have a round to judge 
1.
2.

3.
4.

Can I shadow a round first? 

You can absolutely shadow a debate round before you start judging. To shadow, reach out to
the Volunteer Manager in advance to arrange a time for you to shadow another volunteer. 

https://chicago-debates.volunteerlocal.com/
https://app.sterlingvolunteers.com/promoorder/fbda165a-f156-4421-a327-c841ab58fe17
https://classroom.google.com/c/NDk3ODIzNzQzNTEz?cjc=ebpvijk
http://tabroom.com/
http://tabroom.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1td6OEnogwMt7OHNNiTZ4rL5RfQlN19Ah/view?usp=sharing


FAQs
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For Tournaments
Am I allowed to disclose?

 

No, we do not allow disclosure in our league. You may provide feedback to the students once your
ballot is submitted but you may not reveal who won the round. 

How much prep time does
each side have?

In high school debate, each team has eight minutes of prep time they share with their partner. In middle
school debate, each team has five minutes of prep time they share with their partner. This time can be used to
prepare the next speech, chat with their partner, or review any evidence. 

We strongly encourage you to have your camera on for the debate except in cases of connectivity issues.
Having your camera on ensures the debaters have someone to present to and can measure your level of
engagement with their arguments. We encourage debaters to have their cameras on but do not enforce this
practice. Many students have unstable internet or busy home environments which may distract or inhibit the
debate round. Allowing debaters to keep their cameras off ensures the debate can continue. 

What if I don't see my name or didn't
receive a notification about judgin?

Debate tournaments are a delicate balance between teams and volunteers. Sometimes teams drop which prevents a
round from happening. If you were not assigned a room then you may be off for that round. You should stay in the
Judges Lounge until ten minutes after the round has started. In some instances we may have to swap you into
another room and will need you close by to communicate any changes. If all rooms have judges and you still don't
have a round you can take a break. You will still be compensated for your time since you were already scheduled.

Are students required to
disclose their positions? 

 

The only rule about disclosing includes previewed Affs. Those have to be submitted to a specific
folder before the tournament. This is only applicable for certain conferences.  In terms of pre-round
disclosure, the affirmative should disclose the aff they are reading. The negative should disclose
what off-case positions they went for in previous debates. Both of these actions are courtesies and
not enforced by the judge or tournament staff. 
 

Do I need to have my camera
on? Will debaters? *for virtual tournaments*



FAQs
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For Tournaments
Where should I

 post my paradigm?

 

If you have your paradigm on Tabroom already that’s great, but most of our debaters don’t know to
check for paradigms. This season we are working with the students on judge adaptation. If you have
a paradigm feel free to share it at the beginning of the round. If you are new to debate please also
share that with the students and request they make adjustments i.e. “This is my first round of
judging. Please make sure to speak slowly and summarize your points.” 

Can I talk to the students
during the round? 

What should I do if a debater 
has to go  maverick (solo)? 

In some cases a debater’s partner may have to drop out of the round. If this happens the remaining debater from
the team can continue debating and take over their partner’s speeches. You will still need to enter speaker points
for the dropped/missing debater in order to submit your ballot. Give the missing debater a 25 for their speaker
score. You will also need to inform the tournament staff. 

How long do I have to 
submit a ballot? 

 To keep our tournaments running smoothly we ask ballots to be submitted within 15 minutes of
round end time. It is important to submit your ballot before providing feedback to the students. If
your round is running long and we need your response you can submit your ballot with just the
winner and speakers points. Once the winner is submitted you have until the end of the tournament
to enter written feedback. For further instructions on how to do this check out our Tabroom training
video.

You should avoid disrupting the students once the debate has begun. There are two instances when you may
interrupt the round. One, if a debater is speaking too fast you can say "clear" or "slow." Two, if a debater is
speaking over their allotted time you can say, "time." Other than that, sit back and enjoy the debate. 

What's that decision timer I
see on my ballot?

Don't panic, your ballot will not self-destruct by the time the timer on your ballot reaches zero. The
decision timer starts the moment you open your ballot on Tabroom. The timer is a tool to help keep
you on track and make sure the tournament does not get delayed. Do your best to follow this timer
but it's ok if you need a few more minutes. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GFYI-egPl3qs9AdtOrdn6Y6Qhz1yV-21/view


Debate Glossary 
&

Advanced Argumentation 

Disclaimer: The following materials are
additional resources. You don't need this to

judge but the resources provided are helpful if
you'd like to learn more about advanced 

debate concepts. 



Advantage

Benefits which will result from adoption of the affirmative plan. This is usually shown by

proving solvency and harm.

Card

A single quote from a source which serves to support an argument. The way debate evidence is

organized. Cards are segments of larger pieces of text that have been selected to prove parts of

our case. We underline and highlight the parts of the card we are going to read in the round but

we always leave all of the text so our opponents can see the surrounding context and know it

supports our broader point.

Case Turns

Arguments usually made in 1NC which try to turn an affirmative advantage into a

disadvantage. This consists of either 1) a harm turn i.e. proving that the harm occurring in the

present system is actually a good thing or 2) a solvency turn.i.e. proving the affirmative will

actually increase the harm.

Claim

Statement we are trying to prove. Competing Interpretations - A frame for how the judge

should evaluate topicality preferred by the negative. It argues that topicality should be treated

like any other argument and if the negative wins that their interpretation is even slightly

better and the affirmative doesn’t meet it, they should win the round.

Conceded/Drop/Dropped

Debaters use this to refer to when their opponents have failed to address (“dropped”) one of

their arguments and will argue that their opponents have conceded this point. This means the

argument holds true since it wasn’t addressed.

Contention/Observation 

These are the subdivisions of the Affirmative case (1AC - 1st Affirmative Constructive), usually

Harms/Advantages, Solvency, the Plan, and Inherency.

Debate Glossary
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Counterplan
A negative tactic stating that the present system is flawed, but there is a better non-topical solution
superior to the affirmative plan and the status quo. The negative team becomes in effect another
affirmative team with a case and plan and the obligation to prove certain burdens.

Disadvantage (DA)
An off-case position that argues that the Affirmative sets in motion a chain of events that causes bad
things to happen and that those things are more important than the Affirmative harms. Often
abbreviated as DA or Disad. Disads are made up of four parts: Uniqueness, Links, Internal Links, and
Impacts.

Extend
Continuing an argument from a previous speech in the next speech. Arguments must be extended from
speech to speech to stay active in the debate round and be evaluated by the judge at the end.

Fiat
The affirmative right to state that the machinery and personnel will be made available for plan to come
into existence. It stems from the fact that we are debating whether the resolution should be adopted,
not whether it would be.

Flow
A system of note-taking to keep track of arguments in a debate round. These notes also provide the
debater with an outline of his or her own speeches. The flow is taken on a flow pad which may be a legal
pad. Every competitor and the judge should keep their own flow.

Implication
Reason we should care about the claim. In debate it’s much more common for us to use the term
“impact” here.

Inherency
A barrier preventing the adoption of the plan in the present system.

Link
A logical connection between two events i.e. affirmative does A and A causes B. As it is applied to DAs, it
is a statement of how the affirmative plan will lead to a disadvantage.

Debate Glossary (cont.)
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Magnitude

How big an impact is. This can be calculated in different ways. It could be size (global warming, for

example, affects the entire planet, a war might affect the countries involved and spillover) or it could

be the morality of an issue (racism must be rejected).

Overview

A summation given at the beginning of the 2NR and the 2AR speech which is 30 second - 1- minute

long which tells the judge why the team is winning the round and what issues are important

Plan

the Affirmative’s federal policy for change, meant to address the problems (Harms) of the world now.

This is presented in the 1AC, the 1st Affirmative Constructive, and will often sound like the text of a bill

in Congress that’s read aloud in the first speech as the focus of the rest of the debate

Probability

The likelihood that an impact will occur. In the case of systemic/structural impacts that are happening

now that is 100% (think racism, sexism, poverty) in the case of something like a war it is dependent on

the internal links and other conditions that influence whether we will reach the brink (tipping point).

Reversability

An argument made by debaters in Impact debates about how the consequences of their arguments are

more permanent than that of their opponents’ arguments. For example, economic recession is likely

something we can recover from, but global warming or nuclear winter might not be.

Scope

A subset of magnitude that looks at the breadth of the issue. For example, if we compare a small

regional war and a great power war

Signposting

A verbal signal from a debater during their speech that they are ready to move on to the next issue.

Solvency

Proof that the Affirmative plan will solve the harm to gain an advantage over the present system.

Debate Glossary (cont.)
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1) Description of the status quo in which

the plan is not happening right now. 

2) Harms/Advantage: Explanation of

why the plan is necessary. Why is it bad

that we are not doing the plan and what

will happen as a result of the current SQ

if the plan is not enacted? 

3) Affirmative option that falls within

the resolution that intends to solve the

harms.

4) How the Plan prevents the harms.

This will usually include an explanation

of the mechanism it uses to carry out

the plan. Note: The information given in

Solvency is necessary, however it can

come at the end of every

harm/advantage and may not be labeled

independently.

Advanced Debate Analysis

The 4 Parts (Contentions) of the 1AC:
The 1AC will read like a mini story: here
is what is happening in the status quo
with regard to one issue, here is why
that’s bad, here is how the plan will
prevent that specific outcome.

Components of a Well-Argued
Disadvantage (“Disad” or “DA”)
The DA will read like a mini story: here is
what is happening in the status quo, the
plan changes the status quo causing a
chain reaction of events, something bad
happens as an end result.

1) Uniqueness: Description of the Status

Quo in which everything is fine. The DA

is direct result of implementing the

Affirmative plan (so the impact cannot

be occurring absent adoption of the

Plan) .

2) Link: How the plan directly changes

the status quo to cause negative side

effects.

3) Internal Link: How the side effects of

the plan lead to other negative results

(“Impacts”).

4) Impact: The very bad thing that

happens as a result of doing the plan.

*You will not need to understand all of these intricacies but we provide them as reference.
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1) Definition: How the Neg defines a specific

word or phrase in the resolution

2) Violation: How the Aff defines that same

word to violate (not fall within) the intent of

the resolution.

3) Standards: Justification for why the

Negative’s interpretation of the meaning of the

word or phrase is superior to any potential

Affirmative interpretation. Some common

Negative Standards are: Ground: The

Affirmative plan is too broad or too narrow for

the Negative to anticipate and/or to attack with

specific evidence.Limits: The definition

provides a reasonable sized topic that allows

for enough viable Aff cases but not so many

that the Neg cannot prepare.

4) Voting Issue: Justification for why the judge

should consider topicality important enough of

an issue for it to be a deciding vote, such as

preserving education, fairness, or judge

jurisdiction.

Components of a Well-Argued Counter Plan
Attack (“CP”)
The Negative will propose a different policy
option (that usually solves the harms laid out
by the Affirmative’s 1AC) for the judge’s
consideration as an alternative to the plan.

1) Counter Plan Text: A Neg policy option

that attempts to correct the status quo.

2) Solvency: Description of how the counter-

plan solves the problems/harms laid out by

the affirmative, and how the counter plan

solves the problems of the 1AC potentially

better than the Aff’s plan.

3) Net Benefit: What the Counter Plan does

additional to the plan to make it a superior

course of action.

Advanced Debate Analysis (cont.)

Components of a Well-Argued Topicality
Attack (“T”)
The Affirmative Plan must be
representative of this year’s resolution in
order to win the round. The Negative will
argue that the Plan does not meet this
year’s resolution so the judge should not
vote for it.

*You will not need to understand all of these intricacies but we provide them as reference.
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